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TWO WEEKS IN THE coivILLE VALLEY,

JUNE 1969

Del Nordquist
Taking a two week assignment for the Stevens County Schools as an
art workshop instructor gave me time to investigate the archaeology of
the area. As rich as the Kettle Falls and former Columbia River valley
might have been, I determined to restrict my inquiry to the Colville
River valley~ Little has been reported on the region. Generally, it
has been considered peripheral ·to the major centers on the Columbia,
Spokane, and Pend Orielle Rivers. This report has not altered that
opinion; rather, it tends to support this conclusion. However, there
was surprising aboriginal activity in the valley of seasonal or whatever
nature ~ which has gone unreported.
This paper reports primarily on local collections and certain areas
believed by local farmers or townsmen to have been sites. Site inspection was limit~d to areas in which finds were reported. No test pits
were dug; only brief surveillance was possible. It will be necessary
for an archaeological survey team to cover the area again with attention
to soil types, land formations, and residual midden deposits.

•

Working daily in Chewelah I had greater opportunity to spend time
there. Mr. Walter Goodman, local historian, ·curator of tHe 6hewelah
museum, an~ manager ·ef·· the Magnesite. Mill offered considerable information.
Mrs. George Haber, wife of a local farmer arranged contacts with informants and collectors south of Chewelah. She offered the hospitality of
her home and accompanied me to people whom she knew had found artifacts
on their farms. Through the office of the Chewelah Schools I learned of
Mr. Frank Lehrman, a local collector. Although he was packed, ready to
go on vacation when I called, he allowed me to look at his collections
most of which came from around the Kettle Falls. However, he has a small
assortment of chipped stone from the Colville valley •
. In Colville, Mrs. Pauline Crane,- local librarian, was very much interested in my project and was the chief informant for the lower valley.
Her mother-in-law, Mrs. Rodney Crane, gave me leads to sites in the upper
valley which had been their former home. A description of an assemblage
from China Bend found by Mrs. Pauline Crane has been published in a previous issue of the ARCHAEOLOGIST (Vol. 13, No. 1).
Information about ~ollectors and possible informants in the town of
Kettle Falls was received too late to investigate thoroughly. However,
I did meet Mrs. Evaline Flett, a senior resident of the area who is part
Indian. She was an .exceedingly able informant, with amazing clarity of
recall of her past and of local history. Unfortunately, her knowledge
of archaeolog¥ was limited.

•

Other contacts were made, some hailed in the .fields or barnyards as
I drove the east and west valley roads. Some were housewives attending
to their daily chores , canning rhubarb, and preparing meals. I was

invited to sit down to dinner with a very congenial couple in Springdale.
One dairyman interrupted his chore of spreading manure to of fer me inf ormation and a beer. These anecdotes are offered only to demonstrate the
cordiality and interest of the people of the Valley. At the end of my
two weeks my purpose was understood and accepted; information was willinaly
offered,

•

Nature of the Investigation:
The . designation of the Colville River '\ralley was arbitrarily set
because of time limitations. As discovered even that area could not be
. be
' a somewhat systematic surwholly investigated. What was intended to
·vey from the headwaters of the river near Loon Lake· to its· mouth near
Kettle Falls, became instead a focus · on two areas: Chewelah and Colville.
The "knocking-on-the-door" routine proved too slow and least rewarding;
therefore, it was more expedient to follow the web of undetermined leads.
Consequently, great areas in the upper valley, especially near Addy and
on the edge of the Spokane· Reservation, were untouched. The Eaststep
site near Williams Lake was somewhat peripheral. Historic sites were
intentionally ·uninvestigated since they were known and under the jurisdiction of the state or federal governments.
Sites or Archaeological Locales:
The southernmost site reported was not found. It was described as
about halfway between Loon Lane and Springdale on the J. D. Johnson farm
(Pat arid Suge ·sullgrove former · owners) from which the Johnson boys found
and brought projectile points· to school a decade or more ago. The local
· belief was that it was a battle ground~
A site was on the John Jacobs' farm on Chamokane Creek, southwest of
Springdale. Mr. Jacobs has a coilection of pestles and other artifacts
picked up from the Camas Prairie region, but these were not seen.

•

Mrs. Rodney Crane, a former resident of the upper valley, once lived
about two miles east of Valley. She describes pestles found at five or
more feet in the soil while excavating for a foundation and cellar when
the old inn was being converted into a home. The present o'Wners (the
Van Dorn family) found nothing during their few year'.s residency. The
site is uniquely placed on an extension of terrain tliat stands p·rominently
above the river. It afford~ an excellent view up and down the valley but
seems somewhat far from the Colville River, now a mile to the east. The
west valley road cuts between the house and fields to the west in which
· pestles _were also found a few years ago.
The region around ·Chewelah appears to be important. Investigations
·by Mr. Walter Goodman give 'substantial proof of aboriginal as well as
historical Indian occupancy by the ~he~elah, whose name was given to the
town. As will be explained under ethnogtaphical notes, they were a division of the Kalispel. From evidence seen, it is difficult to state
categorically that the Chewelah entered the valley very long before the
advent of Europearts. 'The coliection$ give no evidence of any but .Prehistoric
2
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occupancy; ~till, the acceunt of the Chewelah's migration to the Colville
Valley related to Mr. Goodman ·by Antoine Andrews suggests recency. Teit's
note on the same subject also suggests the Kalispel~s division was of little
antiquity. The advent of the horse caused alterations of living patterns
by local Indians, as elsewhere, but most of this effect coincided with,
er at best barely preceded t file establishment of the Old Fort Colville
trading post. Once the post was built and trading commenced, Indians
gravitated toward it often camping in the vicinity for long periods. This
also happened at Fort Colville at Pinckney City.
Archaeology near Chewelah ·at this reporting seems richer than any
other area of the Colville valley. The earlier lithic sites were south
and west of the present town.
The Stumpf Site:

•

Although this site was largely on the H. A. Stumpf Farm, part of it
extended into the adjacent land farmed by Mr. George Haber and sons. An
uninvestigated depression (pit-house?) was described along the river in
the area. The chief source of surface-collected artifacts was in a tilled
field along the Colville River and at present adjacent to the Great
Northern right-of-way. The Stumpf collection is the largest of any seen,
having fifty-five mauls and pestles (twe had been stolen from a display
some ~ime ago) and ane excelleBt stane mortar. Collier et al., found only
ninety similar tools in all their sites.1 So many located within a small
area suggests a developed ~rinding-pounding technology. Speculations on
this are discussed in the summatjr •· The chipped stone tools appear to be
.knives. There are no positively identified prsjectile points unless the
leaf-shaped point is such.
Regarding .the possible .pit-house in the Haber field, if it is ascertained to be such, is just beyond the known distribution which was
concentrated in the middle Columbia and Okanagon regions. However, Collier
reported "saucer-like" depressions which he tested along the lower Spokane
and upper Columbiao2 He considered his work inconclusive as· to their
being semi-subterranean house sites. Only at a site above Hellgate Rapids
did he conclude that there was "slightest indication of the existence of
pit-houses. u3 (David Rice gives more conclusive 'evfdence of house
sites in his reP.ort.) 4 Although I described pit house depressions to everyone questioned , the evidence above is all any could remember.
1Collier, Donald 9 Hudson, Alf red E. & Ford, Arlo.
Archaeology of
the Upper Columbia Region. University of Washington Publications in
Anthropology. Volo 9 , No. 1. Seattle. .1942 o

2Ibid.
3rbid.

•

4Rice, David G. Archaeological Investigations in the Coulee Dam
National Recreation Area. Spring 1968. Washington State University,
Pullman. 1968
3

Pestles had been found on Isaac Gamile's farm west of Stumpf's.
These, if prehistoric in origin, appear to have• been part of his recent
residency there. He now lives with Bill Lowely at Wellpinit.

•

Ground stone tools, presumably mauls and pestles~ were _reported found
at Brown's Lake owned and maintained as a camping site· by ·the Magnesite
Company. A visit to the site revealed nothing.
·
Believed to be the permanent village site of· t~e Chew~lah, the
Dominican S·i ster's Farm west of town was not fully explored~ At ·t he .time
of my visit the owner, Mr. Goulet, was not home. Information from others
knowing the home described the hearth as being made of artifacts picked
up from the fields and cemented into the stonework. A pestle from ·
the site was found by Mr. Richard R. Willey, owner of a dairy farm south
across ·the river. This was the Old Schmidlkofer Farm. One of the longest
pestles ...seen lay in a field across from the house and high above the river
of the first terrace. A tubular pipe measuring from three to four inches
and tapering to a mouth about one inch in diameter at the bowl, was found
in the region a few years ago. The mouthpiece was described as perforated
on the side and not on the narrow end as was typical. The finder,
~r. Bob Heimbigner, ·h as· moved to Spokane and no verification of the description could be ·made.
·
The historic village south of Chewelah lay near the north. end of
Hill. According to Mr. Goodman, the hill got its name fram association with annual horse races through the valley, the hill being the ·northern
terminus of the track. The geological survey of 1883 notes this village
as well as a pioneer cemetary neat the northern extremity of the hill.
Indian burials ·were largely confirted to the west edge. A·road cut ma.de
. through ·the area a few years ago revealed only recent casket burials.
· .Early grave plots had wooden markers and fences. The land is now owned
·· by Mr. Herb ~uller.
Indi~n

•

On the opposite side of highway 395 about a mile above the confluence
·of ·Cottonwood Creek with the Colville River is the Hafer Nine Pine Ranch.
Four pestles and one maul were found in a field across the road, laying
a~ some height above the flood plain.
No other sites were visited near Chewelah although some were mentioned,
including one high in the local mountains near the ski slopes. Significant
sites may st1ll be located from the 1860's when t~e government supported an
Indian agency there. The present McPherson House was one of· the buildings.
Early settlers in the area first s~ttled near a spring on the west edge of
town. Of particular interest to Mr. Goodman is the location of· the first
St. Francis Regis Mission consisting of cabins and a chapel founded in
the region about 1845. In 1880 Father Joset described the mission as on
the road to Colville, about a half mile from Chewelah.
During the middle nineteenth century· the valley .was traversed .by at least
two main (north-south) trails known: as the Walla Walla-Fort. Colville Road.
Connecting trails met the main valley route at or just below Chewelah.
These led from Spokane Falls across the lower Spokane River in at least
4

•

•

two places, and from the mouth of ·the Spokane. At about Addy all had
converged into one main trail again separating a few miles south of
Colville. The northerly destinations we~e Kettle Falls (Old Fort Colville
during its existence) and Fort Colville. Short spurs fQllowed Mill Creek
into the Colville River valley and overland along the Colville-Little
Dalles road to the Columbia in the vicinity of China Bend. One branch
of the west valley trail bypassed Chewelah near Brown's Lake, fording
at Blue~reek just south of Addy. A close scrutiny of these trails reveals
their coincidence to sites described at or near their junctures.
Taking data from Ray5 relating to an informant's statement that the
Lake's southernmost village existed at Addy, I pursued my search in that
area and found nothing. No contact knew of any artifacts found in the
vicinity. The only significant site discevered was a mile or so northwest
of the town on the opposite side of the river. Two burials were under•
mined in taking gravel from an abutment along the road revealing the bones
that fell from the highest part of the bluff (50 to 75 feet high). The
farm was known as the Old Parker Place.
Other than Fort Colville only one site was located near Colville.
The former was visited but
little was learned in my inability to contact Mr. A. E. Buckley who had farmed -it. He is reported to have picked
up various &rtifacts and trade goods from the ~rea.

•

The second site was located an lower Mill Creek, a few miles out of
Colville on the Colville-Little Dalles road. Mr. T. E. Buob, former
owner of the farm, had a collection of mauls, pestles, and one oval knife
that he had found when clearing an area of timber we~t of the farm on the
opposite side of the creek.
No other sites were reported in the vicinity of Colville, nor were
there any near Kettle Falls. The latter area was poorly investigated
being the last one in· progress from the upper to the lower valley. It
seems unlikely that nothing exists there excepting those r ' ' g cite~ by
Collier et al., at the mouth of the Colville River (Site JB, p. 28).
The Eaststep Site :
Mrs. Pauline Crane knew of a pestle and mor~ar found in situ about
ten miles north of Colville in the vicinity of Williams Lake. --wE!"" took
an afternoon to investigate the ·area ana ~ocated the spot where the pestle
was found over fifty years ago. If a site, it is the highest known in
the valley. It is situated on a bench, far from ei~her the Colville or
the Columbia Rivers at an altitude of about 2500 feet. In a rocky outcropping there was a circular bowl about eight inches deep. The mortar
5Ray, Verne F. Native Villages .and Grouping of the Columbia Basin.
The Pacific Northwest Quarterly. Vol. _XXVII, No. 2. 1936

•

6Collier, Donald, Hudson, Alfre4 E. and Ford, Arlo. Archaeolo2v of
the Upper Columbia Region. University of Washington Publieations in
Anthropology. Vol. 9, No. 1. Seattle. 1942 •
5

had w.eathered and years may have obliterated any positive signs of grinding.
Only the pestle was with certainty an artifacto The association between
the mortar and pestle seems logical. Yet, the singularity of the sites
remoteness and altitude is difficult to e~plain. Searching the adjacent
bench revealed a small seasdnal pond a few hundred yards above which
drained to the west of the find. No other signs of occupation were found.
Could tais have beEn along a trail to Williams Lake? Was this a berrying·
spot~-wild strawberries were in abundance and ripe at the moment of inspectiot:i o It is pos's ible that foraging Indians knew of the spot and carried
the pestle to it using a natural depression in the rock for their food
preparation.

•

Final Considerations:
'The nature of the Colville Valley investigation is too incomplete
to. give any final assessment of the Archaeology of the regiono At best
it· can serve to awaken interest in what has been largely neglect~d by
historians and archaeologists. Whether or not early-man sites exist is
unanswered. The local Pleistocene geology suggests that this was an
intermontane valley; somewhat landlocked until recent times, where short
strea~s drained the surrounding highlands into a complex of lakes and
swamps. This condi~ion existed in the early settlement period, and is
still reflected in the meandering Colville River. With no certain knowledge of the evolution of milling and the characteristic of early to late
grinding tools on the Plateau, it is difficult to attribute near antiquity
to the artifacts described. All are surface finds, which may or may not
indicate recency. The rather frequent distribution of sites on benches
in the foothills of the local mountains suggests th~ possibility of a
first terrace occupation.

•

Sites were thin and deposits· hardly different from the s~rrounding
soilo Most visited were under cultivation, blurring occupational strata
through annual tilling and leveling. Soils on hillsides were sometimes
eroded by washing. These upland sites may have been vantage 'points, observing and relating to the surrounding terrain. Clearings, prominences,
and hillocks may fall into a ~attern. Local belief stated that valley
sites were "always" on rises from the surrounding terrain. This was not
verified from the few observations made. It is evident though that all
.sites were activity centers for grinding arid poundingo The lack of mortars
seems of no consequence since it is reported that most were made of wood,
or a combination of wood and green hide. The Stumpf stone mortar is
unique ..
A question is raised about the year-round occupancy of the siteso
Lacking any systematic excavation in undistributed material, only speculations can be madeo Historically, two permanent villages are reported
in the. region of Chewelah, one for near Colvilleo· Prehistorically, it
·is believed that the Chewelah area had one main village (The Dominican
Sister's Farm?). The lack of projectile points may indicate occupation
6
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during seasons when hunting was unimportant. Corroborative evidence
is the absence of faunal bone and hearths. Hearths must
exist and a closer ··scrutiny of sites may well change the whole picture.
If the valley was used by neighboring groups in their annual gathering
cycles as suggested in the ethnographies, an ethnobotanical study can
clarify harvest cycles.
Mention has been made to the cam.as prarie on the southern edge of
the Colville Valley. This is self-explanatory, but suggests that a fuller
foraging pattern may have existed including bitterroot, wild carrot, and
other roots, as well as berries in season, certain barks, and native fibers
that abounded in the swampy lowlands, especially cattailo Lists of plants
are given in the ethnographic notes. Among other vegetal foods harvested
were the sunflower and the choke cherry, both would have been tedious to
hull and remove pits. The most sensible preparatton of such foods was to
p~lverize it into meal or pulp, making all parts edibleo
Needless to say,
nutrient value of such foods would increase.

•

•

The literature is rather neglectful of the varied means of grinding.
No important local studies have been made in depth of the pounding-grinding
technologies in reeent years. Classifications usually say that flaring
or bulbous based tools were hammers or mauls generally used in construction,
in woodwork, and ~n stone fashioning. The longer, straight sided granitic
and basaltic stones were pestles used in grinding. The Colville Valley
aample places both types of tools at most sites suggesting concurrent
usage. Does it also suggest· an associated or shared
.~illing.
Archaeological evidence can seldom answer the entire ques.tion. A concerted search of ethnographic material and ~nquiry in the field may still
clarify the issueo We need to know whether these categories are strictly
convenient shape-typologies or are they studies of form and function?
Was there a division of labor of the sexes in seasonal work, particularly
in activities using ground stone implements? The evidence suggests that
such tools were left and not always ca~ried around. Perhaps, in an area
familiar to certain people there would be little tool loss or appropriation. Consistent with Indian use of ·gathering sites, mutually used
common resources would also be shared. This could include tools left
about. Lighter chipped stone tools were probably retained by the user,
perhaps explaining the small incidence of th~ir number in collections,
whereas the heavier mauls and pestles would have been burdensome to people
traveling on foot, carrying materials gathered to their permanent villages.
The matter of transportation and valley trails also deserves mention.
Since most of the native populations clustered : along the mai~ rivers,
these served as the arteries of commerce and communication.
River people
used dugouts and forded when necessary. They traversed remarkably lon.g
distances in their social and economic exchanges. The Dalles annual
trading expeditions attest to the importance of certain contact points
along the Columbia Rivero Kettle Falls was also a trade centero There
were seasonal runs of salmon which, like The Dalles, fostered group gatherings at the time of seasonal fishing. The SpQkane, Pend Orielle, Kalispel,
and Coeur d'Alene usually went down the Spokane River into the Columbia
before turning north toward Kettl~ Falls. Althoug~ the . overland trails
7

were used through the Colville Valley after the advent of the horse, it
seems likely that in aboriginal times they would have been little more
than connections between small groups foraging for local resources than
main roads of travel to and from Kettle Falls.
The Colville Valley has potential for study other than archaeological.
Reference has been made to Mr. Goodman's research into early pioneer
history •. · He, like others in the valley, have a deep interest in family
geneologies. Matty ef the early Hudson's Bay Company emplpyees took up
residence in the region after the discontinuance of old Fort Colville.
Subsequently, the American trading ventures were discontinued in favor
of more settled patterns. Indians still have title to lands and their
use. Many are intermarried and assimilated into the general population.
these are not just the local Colvilles, Lakes, Spokanes, or Kalispel.
Eastern Indians such as the Iroquois and Deleware had migrated .w est in
the service of the fur companies. One of the current research projects
of Mr. Goodman is the John Sinclair Expedition of about 1850-1854. These
people, probably persecuted because of their intermixed Indian-Caucasian
origin (called me'tis because of
predominantly French blood) sought
refuge in the uninhabited regions west of the Rockies. Some came. south
to Washington and Idaho, settling down in the Colville and Pend Orielle
country. French names such as Camille, Goulet, Narcisse, Molliere and
Peone are still found among present inhabitants.
Let it suffice to say that this paper touches only upon the possibilities of further investigation of archaeological, anthropological,
and sociological research. A team of researchers could find sufficient
material to carry on investigations in many fields.
ETHNOGRAPHIC NOTES
Information of interest to readers is appended.
contains references for furth~r reading.
The Origin

of

•

•

The bibliography

the Chewelah:

'

The o~igin of this band ·was related to Walter Goodman by ·A ntoine
Andrews, a former resident of the valley of Indian extraction. According
to the informant, ·the region around the town of Chewelah was uninhabited.
The Kalispel along the Pend Orielle in the vicinity of Usk and Cusick were
sorely Wit by a food shortage, · and one of their group decided to cross
over the mountains to the west in search of game.
all probability it
was in early spring when winter stores were at.their lowest and the climate
moderated. ' He ·found, ·to his surprise; that the Colville valley· abounded
with game, particularly beaver. Killing some, he returned home~ Later
he induced his family to move into the valley setting up homes · and laying
claim ' to the area.

In

.
The story has plausibility. Winters are often severe and game sometimes scarce. The' description suggests that this happened before the
advent of fur trading companies, however, it is impossible to determine

8
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Typical artifact assemblages, A and B Stumpf site; C lower Mill Creek
site.
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just how long. A family among the Kalispel, or any Indian of the area.,
would consist of relatives in an extended family relationship, thereby
constituting a band carrying on technical and economic pursuits capab1e
of exploiting the region and maintaining a comfortable mode of living.
James A. Teit states: "The Chewelah, generally called the Slate'use,
and sometimes Tsenti's. I~ later days they were often called Chewelah by
whites and Indians (from Tcewi'la or Tcuwi'la, the name of one of their
principal winter camps near Chewelah, Washington). Some people consider
these people a tribe different from the Kalispel, as they spoke a slightly
different dialect and lived by themselves. However, they recognized their
very close relationship to the Kalispel •••• There were probably at least
two bands of the Chewelah, as some people speak of their having had two
winter camps. In fair weather some of them camped near Newport and Fool's
Prairie where they often remained many weeks. They also repaired regularly
to Calispell Lake where they dug camas with the Lower Kalispel. They
occupied the country west of the Calispell or Chewelah Mountains in the
upper part of the Colville Valley."7

As one of the. three divisions of the Kalispel, Te~t's reference to
the Chewelah as havi~g a different dialect may be 'linguistic indication
of separation from the main body. It must be kept in mind that he mentions
their annual rendezvous ·with the major group suggesting that difference
did not impair communication. Glottochronologists may be able to determine
how long the Chewelah band lived apart, thereby indicating time of their
migration t~ the Colville Valley •
Permanent Villages Near Chewelah:
The reference to two permanent villages strongly corroborates archaeological and local traditions. Most evidence indicates that one-was at
the Dominican Sister's site, the other probably was the Stumpf site.
Territorial Extent of the Chewelah:
Ray places the Lakes in a village at Addy. If this information is
true (collected by William Elmendorf£ from one inforJDB.nt), the Chewelah
territory must h~ve terminated in that vicinity, and therefore, did not
extend into the northern valley as suggested by Teit. At this writing,
no data exists pertinent to the southern limits of their territory.
Residence and Land Use Related to Economic Pursuits:

•

Any permanent habitation in the Colville Valley would have removed
residents from the main fishing stations on the Spokane, Columbia, and
Pend Orielle rivers. Fishing was the foremost annual economic activity
of the interior Salish within the watershed of the Columbia River resolved
by the Chewelah with their relation to Lower Kalispel which insured participation and even claims to fishing rights. Hunting and gathering were
7Teit, James A. Salishan Tribes of the Plateaus, BAE Report #45,
page 312-3130
9

important pursuits filling out and giving variety to their .diet. Change s
in.· living habits at the end of the 18th century came with the buil,.ding of
trading forts. Although the horse was not as impor~ant to the Interior
Salish as to the Sahaptans to the south, their meager herds were still
revolutionary in modifying their living habits. It has been suggested
that the use of horses as pack and riding animals increased the use of
the valley as a short cut from the Lower Kalispel and the Upper Spokane
to Kettle Falls. Trading flourished, social activities and participation
·increased·, and Salish hunters went on buffalo hunts east of the Rockies
With the establishment of the forts, whether Old Fort Colville or Fort
Colville, Indians tended to gravitate toward them setting up encampments
in their vicinity. It is likely that the Chewelah were latecomers to the
Colville Valley at the beginning of the fur trade period. Then the ..native
populations, which had clustered in certain places along the major rivers,
may have moved permanently into contiguous unsettled regions remaining
in contact with their former territory.

•

o

Plants gathered by the Sanpoil and Nespelemp common also to the
Colville Valley:
Calllas (several varieties)
Bitterroot
·
Wild Onion
Wild Carrot
Common Sunflower (root, seeds, and stem)
Service Berry (several varieties)
Chokecherry
Pine Nuts
Hazel Nuts
Pine Li'c hen
Som~ Mushrooms (not identified) ·
Wooly Field Mint (leaves for tea)
Coyote Mint
Western Larch Gum
Yellow Pine Gum & Inner Bark

Huckleberr y (red and blue)
Elderberry (blue and scarlet)
Oregon Grape
Thimbleberry
Wild Blackberry
·Raspberry
Kinnikinnick Berry
Creek Dogwood Berry ·
Wild Gooseberry
Currant ·
Hawthorn
Prickly Pear Stems
Sweet Coltsfoot Stems
Other plants known only by
Indian name were unidentified

•

Plant foods were placed in storage houses. hidden in sagebrush thickets.,
at select spots at the base of cliffs and in pit-caches. These were distributed along trails · and near camps. This information support~ ~he argumen
that areas frequented were supplied for the user's return, suggesting that
stone tools may have been part of this campsite assemblage.

8Ray, Ve+ne F. The Sanpoil and _~espelem ; Salishan Peoples of
Northeastern Washington. ·university of Washington Publication in Anthropology. Vol 5. 1932. pp. 99-105
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*************************************************************************

Seattle · Central Commw:iity. College will continue excavation at site
45SK33 this summer. Both locations A & B will be investigated. A field
school of twenty-five students will be in operation under the direction
of Mrs. Astrida Onat.
All WAS ' members will be welcome. They should check with Mrs. Onat
upon arrival at th~ site to receive directions and i nstructi ons on where
and how to dig. Plans are being made for new WAS members to be taken and
introduceQ to the site. Old members may go as they find time.
During the course of the summer an archaeological site survey of the
Skagit Delta will also be conducted. Members should contact Mr. Don Miles,
Field Director, 13820 N. E. 72nd Place, Redmond , 98052, Phone: TU 5-0031,
if they are interested in digging at the Skagit •

•
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FURTHER DATA ON . THE COFCHIN RANCH sui1 . .

•
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Introduction:
The following is additional data treated in s\ltllmary form (cf. N@abitt, 1969). As
the reader will see from a quoted segment of Professor Karlstrom's letter (14 Nov
69), two, possibly three, molluscan types are represented from what is Level I at
the Cofchin Ranch Site; these bivalves are local types to the geographic area of

•

the site. Since the osteological material, all of which occurred in Level I, is
po~rly represented from the perspective of taxonomically diagnostic areas, only
tentative identification can be offered. Perhaps the most interesting faunal
material is the tooth which most closely corres.p~nds to the Bison material in the
.c omparative collections. However, the author feels that Bos sp. can~t be ruled
out due to the immaturity of the individual npnsented b'Ythe tMrth.
In addition to the faunal material, a comment is offered on the Blue on White Ware
(Nesbitt, 1969: 4-5) which forms the largest percentage ~f ceramic material from
'bhe site.
Mnlluscan Remains:

(Level I; western sector of the trench)

"The Cofchin Ranch Site material includes:
1.

Saxidomus g.iganteus Daschayes, (WashingtMl C18m)smaller and less sculpture than s. nutlalli Conrad
which also is in s. PUget Sound.-

Protothaca staminea Conrad (native or Pacific littlftneek
clam)
One shell appears to be a single and unusually inflated valve of (?) Ostrea lurida
Carpenter (native or Olympia oyster)" Karlstrom, 14 Nov 69).
2.

1The i~itial report on this site appears in The Washington Archaeologist, Vol. XIII,
No. 1, May, 1969.
12
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Fragments Associated with the Bivalves:

A ve:-y f ew twisted glass f-ragments were associated with the foregoing bivalves in
tt.e western sector of the site. These were coated wi th a white material. Profe~sor
Karlstrom tested these pieces to ascertain whether or not the white coating was
derived from marine organisms. The tests demonstrated that the coating was not a
result of the activity of such organisms.
The best explanation seems to be that the present state of these glass .fragments
was caused by their involvement in the .fire that demolished the Level 1 residence
structure (cf. Nesbitt, 1969).
Osteological Remains:
l)

Teeth:
· a) One inferior hypsodont molar (first or second) with a
well developed style; an immature individual
crown height: 3.6 cm.
medial-lateral dimension: 1.3 cm.
anterior-posterior dimension: 2.45 cm.
Identificationi

•

2)

Bison sp. (though Bos sp. cannot be ruled out due
to the immature statiis of the individual).

Post-cranial:
a) One left medial carpal
Identification:

b)

Pelvic fragment:

Identification:
c)

Bison sp. (but Bos sp. is possible since the individual represented by this bone was seemingly
immature).

(?)

ilium, ischium, and pubis bones represented.
Canidae

The following cannot be taxonomically identified:
One rib ~ragment: greatest anterior-posterior pime~sion is 4.0 cm.,
while the greatest thickness' is 0~75 cm .. '·
Two long bone fragmen~~ · (? radius)
One distal end (? radius)
One scapula fragment
One anterior superior tibia fragment

rib and long bone fragments show butchering marks and may belong to the
individual represented by the tooth with which they were associated (? !!,is~)·

Tt·.ia

C""7.'a'!'L:i..cs

•

rr~ f)

t'f

Data:

ic~antif ication
po·~sherds

A~cording

op. cit.:

of the Blue OD White Waxe was accomplished by the utilization
derived from the total assemblage •

to the data contained in Collard (1967: 121-123) (see also Plate 33B,
381), the Cofchin Ranch Blue on White Ware is the tra'1itional bluo ~illow
13

desi.gn that can be dated post-1840's. Unfortunately no ·trade-mark is available in
the ass·emblage to offer a mor·e precise date. , Yet, the occurrence of the ware in
th~ lower level which has been dated by other··means as post-1857/pre_
- 1900's is not
out. .of .harmony with tne stratum's date (cf. Collard, 1967).

•

Summary Comments:
In ·addition to formulating a summary of the foregoing, a better delineation of the
Cofchin Ranch S·i'te can ·be· accomplished if one· . ~elies on the previous article .
(Nesbitt, 1969) concerning this site.
With reference to Level I at the Cofchin Site, the inhabitants relied for part of
their food source on local marine molluscans. The osteological material, which
indicates butchering, demonstrates reliance for food on Bison or Bos as well.
What is even more significant, if one assumes that the artifactua'l'recovez-Y is
representative, is the indication of reliance on local, native foods in Level I in
contrast to the absence of such food remains in Level 11. The only indication of
food source for Level 11 is the collection of post-l900 (cf. Fontana, Greenleaf,
et al., 1962) metal can fragments (Nesbitt; 1969: 8). ·An increase in accultura:Zionthrough time, especially between Leve is I and II, has been suggested in
r.aferonce to...the increase in numbers and types of non-Indian artifacts (Nesbitt,
1969: 10). The food source orientation '.indicated · at the site when c·ontrasting
L~vels I and I I iS also ·suggestive of such an accultu~ation increase.
The wide-spread trade of blue willow pattern ceramics in the New World had reached
western Washington by the latter half of the 1800's. Its popularity with Euroamericans se_eUJS to have been shared by the .Indian residents of the site, based on
its occurrence rate, though this rate may have Qeen-merely a function of the
availability of the ceramic type.

•
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WASHINGTON STATE ARCHAEOLOGICAL COUNCIL
SPRING MEETING
1970
The annual meeting of the Washington State Archaeological Council was
brought to order by the Chainnan, Gar Grabert. The Council met at
7:00 p.m. on March 26, 1970, in Corvallis, Oregon. Those present were:
Name
Barney Flora
Harvey S. Rice

Institution
Mid-Columbia Archaeological Society
· · Washi.ngton State :. URi vers·i ty

David G. Rice

Untversity of Idaho

Jeanne M. Welch

University of Washington

Brian G. Holmes

Highline College

J. M. Alexander

Central Washington State College

David A. Munsell

University of Mashington

John Koruga

Independent

Gar Grabert

Western Washington State College

A. Onat

Seattle Central Community College

•

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved. The Treasurer
reported that a bank account for the Council has been established and urged
the membership to work out means whereby each member institution can pay
its dues.
Old Business:
1. A call was made for items to be published in the Council Newsletter. Quarterly deadlines for submitting news are March 1,
June 1, September 1, and December 1. All members were urged
to submit any items rel ating to archaeological endeavors.
2. Antiquities legislation. Discussion centered on ways to implement
effective antiquities legislation. John Koruga who had been
placed in charge of researching existing legislation stated that
we should establish a need for such legislation and in concert
with other interested parties determine what was needed and
work out a common strategy for making agreed changes in the law.
Discussion from the floor indicated that aside from the private
property issue, means were needed to protect and to salvage sites
16
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on state property. There seemed to be some agreement that the
State Parks and Recreation set-up was not adequate, but that
there was no strong feeling for a "state archaeologist."
After a brief review of existing state and federal law it was
suggested that Donald Fowler at the State Museum in Reno, Nevada,
has material worth looking into as a model • .
It was further sugges~ed that there was need for machinery to
stimulate a flow of funds from the State Parks to do a number
of projectso
Local public information is needed. It was suggested that an
educational campaign in schools and in cooperation with the
Washington State Environmental Council, Sierra Clubs, and any
other group interested in protecting our heritage whether natural
or man made be undertaken.
A time limit should .be placed to accomplish these. A Public
Relati9n$ Conunittee should undertake a cooperative effort to
capitalize on current interest in ecology. "Stewards of the
Past" published in Arkansas was suggested as a starter model
for working out our own public information policies.
of. a constructive nature should be given to the
destruction now going on. Individual archaeologists identified
in an area serving as guides and resource people not only help
to cut down on destruction, but aid in gaining understanding
and help in preserving our past. It was suggested that sample
news releases be made available for Council publication. Comments
on the "Free Columbia" movie were .made. as an example of cooperative
effort~ ..
·
·
~lternatives

•

. .·

New Business
1. James Alexander, Central Washington State College put the following motion before the Counciloo.whereas, our stated purpose and
a primary function is to coordinate the conservation, recording,
and interpretation of the archaeological resources of the State
of Washington; and
Whereas, proper reconnaissance and documentation are needed to
effectively utilize such enabling adjuncts as the Historical
Sites Act;
BE IT THEREFORE MOVED:

•

That the Washington Archaeological Council endorse the concept
of assigning regional responsibilities for site surveys to its
various member institutions and organizations. Further, that
this endorsement be implemented as followso
1. The President shall appoint an ad hoc cormnittee to study
regional divisions and the competencies of the membership,
17

and to make recommendations as to effective .assignments.
Since cooperation from the University of Washington and
Washington State University seem essential ·to the success
of such program, they shall be represented on the committee.
:

•

·"

2. Copi,es of relevant· materials from the State site survey
records shall be made av.ailable to each member organization or institution, covering their area of responsibility.
·Each, in turn , shall see that copies of new site survey
reports are filed with. the appropriate institution.
3. A permanent coordinating committee shall be established
to receive reports of endangered sites of maj'or significance, and to evaluate such reports. Thi.s committee shall
also develop operating procedures for the protection of
endangered sites* .including utilization of the Historical
Sites Act.
4.

Nothing in this motion shall be construed as infringing
on established survey operations, or as limjting the rights
of any bona fide archaeological insti.tution or organization to carry out research in any part of Hashington State.

Much heated discussion followed the reading of the motion. David Rice
moved to table the Alexander motion at this point of the meeting and to
call a specia1 meeting in the summer in orde r to discuss certain points
in it. Dave· ·Munsell seconded the motion and it was passed.
The meeting

a~journed

at 10:00 p.m.

•

~.
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(Editor·' s note: The news was omitted from the: previous
issue of the Archaeologist)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL NEWS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

1969

The Washington Archaeological Society investigated the Burke Site on the Pilchuk
River above Snohomish. This site (45 SN
) had been one of the original survey
by Jack Thomson which included the famed Olcott site in the same region. Materials
from the bench were crude chipped basalt and leaf-shaped points typical of that
described by Butler as Old Cordilleran. Although, numerous pieces of choppers and
chipping detritus were picked from the surface in the field behind the excavation,
none were found in the dig itself. One half of a large point was found on the
trail leading from the bluff into the gravel pit by the son of Howard Myrick who
negotiated the investigation with the present owners. A whole point had been
previously found by the Myricks a few yards from the same area in an earlier visit to
the site. None of these points were found in situ. The society plans to make one
more excursion in order to finish digging th;' ~ches. If nothing of importance
is found, the site will be abandoned.
Another site was tested on the Pilchuk downstream (site survey number undesignated)
which had been discovered by Mr. Payton Rudd, Jr., who lives in the immediate area.
Mr . Rudd and Mr. Myrick continued their test pits during the summer. The editor
nnJ daughter visited the area, noting the fire pit exposed. In digging the
·.1'.:Aedi.ate area of the ash and charcoal from the hearth, a small triangular, stennned
obsidian point was found. No further information has been reported at this time.
Th ~ society has negotiated with the land developers of the property for permission
to inve 3tigate further .
The Washington State Archaeological Council has named John Koruga (member of WAS}
as its Political Action Committee chairman. He is responsible for investigating
and preparing guidelines for antiquities legislation to be presented to the state
legislature within the next few years; hopefully at the next general session in
1971. The assistance of professional, amateur and lay persons interested must be
combined and coordinated for effec_tive planning and support.
The Mid-Columbia Archaeological Society resumed excavation at Columbia Park Island
between Kennewick and Richland. The site is a house pit winter village. Work took
place on weekends and continued into October. Excavations were directed by WSU
archaeologists.
Mr . Paul Nesbitt, author of the Cofchin Ranch~ Report, Washington Archaeologist
Vol. XIII, No. 1, May, 1969, (formerly en instructor in anthropology at Tacoma
Cci1illlunity College) is now a member of the faculty of the University of Calgary.
Mr. David Rice (WAS trustee) was appointed to the department of anthropology,
Un ive r s~ ty of ~daho, Moscow.
Wa~hin gton

State University: Archaeological ResearchSj>ring ·& Summer 1969
Reservoir Salvage Program:

Granite - Salvage operations continued along the Snake River under the
di r ection of Dr. Frank Leonhardy. This summer Dr. Leonhard,· and the W.S.U . . Field
School, with 16 students and a staff of 6, excavated the Wexpusnime site (45 GA 61)
located in the reservoir area of the Lower Granite Dam. This site is a prehistoric
house-pit village which dates at approximately 1400 A.D. A second component w~s
tested which dates around 7000-8000 BP. Further excavations at this site are plan.ned.

Lrw~r
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Lake Roosevelt - Lester Ross and a s~ll crew continued survey and testing
activities in the Lake Roosevelt region during·April and .May. They excavated one
site, 45 LI 6, an extensive camp site dating C. 1400 A.D. Further surveying, with
an emphasis on historic ma~erials, is planned ··tn association with Dr. Roderick
Sprague, Univers~ty of Idaho.

~

Highway Reconnaissance Program:
Mr. Harvey S. Rice, Highway Reconnaissance Archaeologist, continued his program of
site survey throughout the summer and fall. Among the sites discovered was a roadcut near Pasco which has been preserved as a paleontological collecting station.
It is especially valuable for the numerous remains of small rodents which g~ve
important ecological information. This site is visited periodically by students
in the Quaternary Stu~ies . Program at W.S.U.
Moses Coulee - During July ~nd August Mr. David Rice directed excavations at site
45 DO 171. This site, discovered by the Highway Reconnaissance Program, is
located in the Moses Coulee between Waterville and Ooulee City, on the new route
of U.S. Highway 2. Excavation revealed three components representing campsites
and dating C. 2000 B.P., C. 1000 B.P., and later than 1000 B.P. These components
p-oduced projectile points, scrapers, knives, and cores, as well' as as.sociited
faunal remains including bison. This excavation, which h~s been completed, is the
first on a professional level to be carried out in the Moses Coulee, a coulee which
may have been an important travel route for aboriginal inhabitants of the area.
Olympic Peninsula:
Dr. Richard D. Daugherty and a crew of 12 carried out preliminary test excavations
at the Oyehut site (45 GR 15) located on Gray's Harbor near Ocean Shores. Tests
revealed houses and burials in this coastal midden, dating from late pre-historic
to historic t imes. Further work at the Oyehut site is planned.

•

Spain:
Dr. Henry T. Irwin began excavations at the Cave of Cariguela, located in the
village of Pinar, Granada, Spain. This site has an extensive sequence extending
from Mousterian times up through the Bronze Age. There are both neanderthal and
sapiens skeletal remains, as well as a vast amount of lithic material and faunal
remains. The later periods contain ceramics and botanical remains as well. At
lecst two more seasons of excavation are planned •
.Yniversity o.f Washington - Sunnner 1969
The Pniversity of Washington Sunnner Field Course was conducted as a joint venture
between the University, the National Park Service and Bryn Mawr College. .It was
locate<l at the site of the Kanaka Village at Fort Vancouver, Washington. The field
~c h0ol was directed by Mr. Edward M. Larrabee.
Miss Susan Kardas of Bryn Mawr College
assisted in the direction and will analyze the materials. The Kanaka Village
presents a particularly difficult problem in historic archaeology. because the area
h.~.s been cleared and twice built over sin~e its original occupation in the 19th
century. Through a systematic series of test ctits as well as bulldozed trenches, a
sampling was obtained of the site and concentrations of artifacts and features revealed details of the village 'beyond· what was known from the his'.t oric record.
Toward the en~ of summer a salvage exc·avation: was conducted unde~ the sponsorship
of the University of Washington Highways Archaeological Salvage program, under the
20
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general direction of Mr\ David A. Munsell. The project which involved both the
University and Seattle Community College students was located near · Conway, Washington, and the small site (SK-59) yielded abundant materials which measurably supplement our conception of the prehistory of the Skagit delta. ·Continuing survey by :
Mr. Munsell of highway construction projects continues and through such efforts we
are able to insure that no important sites are lost through highway construction.
Seattle Central Community College - Summer 1969
Archaeological activities at Seattle Community College consisted of frequent visits
to site 45SK33 (location B) during the spring quarter. Not much digging occurred
but an enthusiastic group of brush cutters cleared the site area for excavation
during the summer.

•

Location B of site 45SK33 had been discovered during the summer of 1968 and was
tested in the spring of 1969. The area appeared to be so profitable for excavation that it was determined to concentrate all efforts at this location for the
1969 Field School in Archaeology. Excavations were funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities. The grant was awarded to sec, . to be directed by Astrida
Onat, the project title: Scientific Archaeology and Community Involvement. As part
of Field School activities students excavated a portion of site 45SK33B, and visited
three or four other sites and archaeological collections and served as occasional
guides to the numerous visitors to the site. Mrs. Onat spoke to several civic
groups about archaeology in the Skagit Valley. As a result of the publicity,
visitors to the site were many. One of the most notable groups to visit the excavations consisted of Swinomish Reservation Summer School pupils .
Excavations were very successful at site 45SK33, both location A, a top knob and
location B, an old beach now edged by swamp at the base of location A--show evidence of yielding valuable material for several seasons to come. Another Field
School is planned for summer of 1970 when both locations will be explored further.
During the fall, sec offers a course in Analysis of Archaeological Data and
students are working through some of the materials excavated this past summer.
They are also involved in a project .to produce an exhibit of archaeology/native
pre-history for the Skagit Valley Museum in La Conner. Under the provisions for
the grant, a number of teaching collections accompanied by a pamphlet will also be
produced. A movie, as yet untitled, on digging techniques was made at the site.
It is now in the final stages of preparation and should be ready for viewing in M~ y.
1969 has been a very successful year for
programs into 1970.

sec archaeology. We hope to continue our

Western Washington State College - Archaeological Activities

•

Archaeological surveys and several preliminary tests by G. F. Grabert and studentB
of Western Washington State College at Bellingham have resulted in a field school
course in archaeology being offered during spring and sununer terms of the school
year. Surveys are incorporated into the statewide survey systems (Highways and
others), and follow the standard site designation system. A small store of field
equipment and a laboratory and storage area is presently in use. As a part of the
archaeology curriculum a laboratory analysis course is offered each winter term.
Field work at two sites, 45-WH-1 and 45-WH-24, in 1969 yielded what appear to be
three distinct components. The most recent of these is a shell midden with remnants
of a late prehistoric planl~ house, and bone and antler artifacts suggestive of what
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